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ABSTRACT

Looking at women in American science andmath related disciplines I wiSh

tO examine some of the common explanations for their poOrer representation,

their lower rank, and their seemingly "poorer" productivity once within

the professions. Using a multidisciplinary approach I Would liketo

reexamine some of the usual explanations for their poorer showing suggesting

that ability, personality traits, and early sex role socialization are

hardly a match for the real world constraints and barriers women face in

the educational and occupational spheres. I conclude by suggesting that

the social processes involved in becoming a professional scientist are

better explanatory,variables than individual factors in explaining women's

achie ements.
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I. Introduction

tespite the fact that approximately equal proportions of women and,

men nOhi enter schools of higher education, the occupational sex-segregative

pattern still operates--with women still entering predominantly female,-

dominated fields. Between 1972 and 1975, for example, women were granted

less than 10 percent of the doctorates awarded in scientific fields.

Although today first year college women are more likely to choose traditionally

.male-dominated careers than they were twb years ago, ultimately differential

career paths between men and women have.not heen substantially reduced (Peng

and Jaffee, 1979).

Furthermore, those women who do work in science and math based careers

are disproportionately found in lower-level positions (Aldrich, 1978;

Rossiter, 1978). Some researchers and writers believe that Federal Appoint-

ments and law suffice to remedy the problem. But alone such measures are

clearly inadequate. Take, for instance, affirmative action.. Cole argues

that, in academia, affirmative action programs and policies cannot address

macroeconimic forces which affect not only new appointmentS but also pro-

motions and terminations:

Since women and minorities comprise a high proportion
of recently hired personnel, these two groups tend
to be victimized to a greater extent than earlier
appointments by economic retrenchment. Wherever a
formal or informal seniority system determines employ-
ment terminations, those groups Who have made the .

most significant recent gains will suffer the greatest

'immediate losses. Thus, when the proportion of junior
faculty is cut in half, women and Minorities are the
most likely to suffer the greatest immediate losses

(Cole, 1979:287).

Cole's arcrument that the interplay of social and
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cultural forces, as oneprogresses from one stage of the scientific career

to another, is often neglected:

The absence of an extended temporal perspective fre-

quently dbes nOt-Mow observerg-to-Cdrreetly-Under-
stand how steps in the career at one point in time
become conditions for possible steps in a later

neriod. Careers,are Choreographed by both the

E.....lrformers and the andience. Affirmative action
plans often underestimate levels of gender bias
by not taking a larger perspective (1979:299).'

Unemplbyment may be another key issue for the next decade. Western

-,industrial countries are experiencing a decline in the number of op-

portunities available for young resparchers both in government-supported

research institutions and in universities. That is, the combined impact

of slowing enrollment growth in'universities and reduced goVernment

research expenditures has greatly reduced the number of openings. The

Carnegie Council reports that "the fields with the smallest proportions of
4

young doctoral faculty in 1977-8 were physics, biochemistry, botany, chemistry,

and chemical engineering - all fields in which the 'percentage of young

doctoral faculty Was already quite low in 1974" (1981:376). The National

Research Council Commission on Human Resources concluded in its report

that:

Even if enrollments and numbers of faculty stay constant

and R&D support keeps up with inflation- and more optimism
than.that would be unwarranted even at the most prestigious
institutions- the current age distribution of the faculty

implies a significant reduction in new hires over the

next ten years in some fields (1979:38).

The annual rate of change in young doctoral faculty as a percentage of

total doctoral facuity has shown the rate of decline as particularly

pronounced for the following disciplines: mathematics, physics, chemistry,
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and engineering. In these fields .(except for chemistry) the percentage of

elderly faculty is particularly low, indicating that few positions will be

opening up because of'retirement or deaths (Carnegie Council, 1981). This

is a particularly pronounced problem for women who compose a growing pro-

portion of Phd scientists.

II. Statistics on 'tmmen in Science and Math Based CAreers

Despite the rapid and substantial increasas of women and minorities

in the number of earned degrees in the sciences and engineering (AAAS News,

1978), particularly in the 1970's, such increases have not been matched in

employment nor advancement once within science based occupations. The most

/
irecent statistics ndicate the following:

At every degree level, in every field of science,

wilhin. every age grouppmmen continue to have
higher unemployment rates than men. In 1977,

the unemployment rate for women doctoral scientists

engineers was 3.6 percent compared to a rate

of 0.9 percent for men. This shoWs little improve-

ment since 1973 when male science and engineering

doctorates again had a 0.9 percent unemployment

rate compared to 3.9 percent for women.

Relative unemployment rates are One measure of

progress; another is salary differences. In 1977,

as in all previous.years, a large and significant

difference in salaries continued to exist between

fully comparable men and wcmen scientists. Except

for'new baccalaureate gradUates in engineering,

men received higher salaries than women in every
'field, at every level of experiencei at every degree

level, and with every type of employer, and in many

instanCeq that Salary difference has increased since

1970.

Another important indication that women are not moving

upward professionally at nearly the rate of their climb

in educational preparation is their proportion of employ-

ment and academic rank among cohorts of acadanically

employed doctoral scientists and engineers. Among all

those who received their Ph.D.'s from 1970 to 1974, 4.4

percent_ of the men but only 2 percent of the women have

reached the rank pf professor. Among men, 29.5 percent

6
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. are aSsociate professors but only 17.8 percent of the

women have-reached this rank. At the bottom, only 10.8

percent, of the men are still instructors or lecturers

but 18.2 percent of the women hold this rank. The vari-

ance holds true in-every field (AAAS-News, 1978507).

In addition AAAS News concludes that while minority men are pro-

gressing in the professional labor force at comparable rates to white

men of similar credentials, minority women are statistically comparable

to majority women in their slower advancement.

Mbreover, comparisons to men only and OUtside of an historical

pattern can be somewhat misleading. For instance, the proportion of

women among all science and technical employees has dropped over the last 20

years, a period noted for its rapid growth in the science population and

for the movement of increasing numbers of women into the labor force

(ZuCkerman and Cole, 1975). We get a better perspective on rates of Change

when we compare trends across time. For instance, only 10 out of every 100-

Ph.D.'s in the physical and biological sciences and 6 out of every 1,000

in engineering were granted to women in 1972. Between 1920 and 1929,

women received about 11% of all physical and biological science Ph.D.'s

(Zuckerman and Cole, 1975:82). Furthermore the present rate of approximately

13% is a composite estimate. Stratification within thePh.D. market is

clear when we note that women are receiving only about 7% of the degrees

for physics, atronomy and engineering. and 15% for the biological sciences.

Table 1 shows the distribution of women in the scientific work force.
1

Furthermore, rates of increase do not answer the more critical problem

of reLention of women in science and math based fields and-in the moro

1Woman comprise approximately 13% of all U.S. scientists and less then

293 of engineers (1977 Fiscal Year).

7
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Table 1

AIl-scioaaa--&-engineering-fields 9.7% (27,282)

Math/computer scienceh 6.9% (1,151)

Physics/astronomy 2.5% (646)

Chemistry 6.1% (2,551)

Earth Sciences 3.6% (332)

Engineering 9.5% (231)

Life sciences
agricultural 2.0% (261)

vedical 13.0% (1,018)

biological 15.6% (7,742)

Psychology 23.1% (7543)

Social Sciences 14.0% (5807)

',-

Source: Gilford, Dorothy and Syverson, Peter. Summary Reports 1977 and 1978

boctorate Recipients from United States Universities. Carmission on Human

Recources, National Repearch Council, February 1978; March, 1979. National

Academy of Sciences.
*Note: National Center for Education Statistics reveals in 1976 40.7% of

,

math B.S. were women, 34.0% M.S. degrees.

prestigious specialities; nor do they address the problem of retaining

women in the prestigious science and math based professions. Are we

producing second-class citizens in the science and math fields? FCT

instance, the statistics suggest that, once within the field, women have

a different career path pattern from that of men. Aldrich (1978:127) re-

ports that women scientists and engineers-are more likely than men to change

from their doctoral specialty to another field after they have graduated.

Ott (1978) found from a sample of 16 engineering schools that 68% of the

women compared to 43% of the men who left engineering transferred to another

major within the college or university. Further, more that 245:5 of the men

Compared to only 10% of the women departed because of academic failure. (Ott, 1978).

Regardless of differences in types Of employrrent, women hold lower ralks than
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men in industry and universities (Parrish, 1962; Bernard, 1964; Simon,

1967; Bayer, 1973; Cole, 1979). %Omen are Most often found in nonsupervisory

-positims-and-positions-ubich-do-not-provide_permanent_tenure-(Bayer, 1973) ,

Cole and Cole (1973) note that, among university fabulty, although menand

women may begin careers with the same rank, men generally hold higher rank

seven years later, even when the quality of researdh output and seniority

are held constant. Perhaps the clearest evidence of women's relegation to

the lower echelons is that, even among scientists of both sexes who have

never published, women do less well in rank and appointment (Cole and Cole,

1973). Cole's more recent, reanalysis of earlier data suggests that differences

in reputation and visibility (status) beteen men and women can be accounted

for by men's greater productivity (in numbers of papers published). Rowever,

differences remain in, academic rank (men higher than women) irrespective of

productivity (1979).

The findings in the now classic pieces on women in science in the 1960's

(Mattfeld and Van Aken, 1964; and Rossi, 1965)--that women in sciences were

paid less, were in lower-level specialties, and tended to be unmarriedare

still evidentmday. Explanations for such findings often hinge on Scme

faulty assumptions about women's "trustworthiness" as professionals. One such

myth is that women dO not use their talents. There is ample documentation,

hoWever, that educated women do indeed use their talents in the paid Labor

force. As Deckard (1978:86) reports, the more educated the woman, the more

likely she is to work. Among women with a high school education, 31.6% are in

the labor force. For high school graduates, the percentage increases to

52.5% and for those with four years of college to 64.1%.

9
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---,Even more impressive are the data reported by Simon (1967) in her

study of Ph.D.'s. Fully 96% of unmarried women and 91% of those.married

worked full tiMe. Of those married with children 85% were working, 60%

full time.and 25% part time. Astin (1973) supports.Simon's findings.. Among

women who received their Ph.D.'s in 1957-8, 91% were working, 81% full time.

Seventy-nine percent (79%) of those women had not interrupted their careers

in the decade following the receipt of their doctorate. In fact, Cole notes

t1at there is no indication, either historically or contemporarily, that mar-
,

riage hurts published productivity of either sex, although it does, he notes,

help the productivity,of men more that it does that of women (1979:252).

EMployment histories of women holding doctorates'in science are re-

markably stable. There are, for example, 1-.) differences between men and

women holders of Ph.D.'s in the mean number of emPloyers they have over their

entire ca4eer (Harmons, 1965). Furthermor , professional women show no more

tardiness or absenteeism than professional. men (Deckard, 1978:147).

It does not appear that maven are less "trustworthy" in their careers.

Perhaps then to explain their lower ranks, we-should look to their academic

achievements. On standardized tests women do net appear less intellectually

able. In fact, women who obtain doctorates in scientific subjects do somewhat

better than comparable men on standardized tests (Zuckerman and Cole, 1975;

Cole, 1979).

Another explanation offered for women's lower ranking within the oc-

cupations is that women are less productive than men (Zuckerman and Cble,

1975). Cole's analysis of four scientific profeSsions

(chemistry, biology, sociology and psychology) roaffirms'his earlier conclusions



about manen's "inferior" productivity. Both-Reskin (1980) and Mason (1980)

have roundly criticized Colp's analysis. Mason questions Cole's measures

of research quality. "This measure is baSed on the,number Of citations of a

scientist's work appearing in Other scientist's papers (those pUblished in

journals at least)-: the count is Trade irrespective of the number of papers

the scientist has pUblished. Because women publish fewer papers than men

do, the seeming low quality of their work as measured by Cole nay result

entirely from the relatively low rate at-wilidh they publish, not from any

lack of intellectual merit in individual publications" (Mason, 1980:277). After

computing partial correlations.between rexual status and research quality,
fp

while controlling for 1.mber of publications, Mason concludes that on' a 'per-

publicatipn basis" women's contributions are as significant.as men's. There-

fore she notes that only in number of papers, not quality, are women's

contributions and productivity inferior to men's.

Reskin's work (r978;',1976) on productivity rates among chemists openly

challenges Quoles conclusions. She suggests that the evidence on productivity

is mdxed and inconclusive. Although she reports that nale Chemists cutpublish

women dhemdsts, she notes that they do so to a lesser extent than iMagined

(most differences were too small to attain significance) and that eXplanations

for these differences have not been pursued (Reskin, 1979). Reskin's work

reflects on someeof the key preoblems facing women in science and math based

careers. Women, unlike men, cannot seem to translate their resources into

advantage once within the marketplace. In her Summarof her work done on the

relationship between postdoctoral experience and later occupational status and

productivity, Reskin writes:

t.
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Thernale sample members' careers exhibited the expected

pattern of relationships; calibre of professional training

and graduate school performance were associated with

receipt of a prestigious award, which in turifwaS associa-

ted with high-status positions and Scientific productivity,
illustrating the accumulation of advantages... In contrast

the ferriale dheMists accumulated-no Advantages with respeet

to the postdoctoral experience... (19761609)._

If women seem to equivocate or falter once recruited into scienoe and

engineering, we might look to some of the structural sources for sudh

equivocation. Attrition rates do seem to be higher for women students in

science (54%) than for men (26%) in those fields (Zuckerman and Cole, 1975:88).

W"should note, hOwever, that women's attrition rates are lower in sciences

than they are in history; English, political science and sociology (Sells, 1973).

In addition, women more than men, do seem to delay their decisien to pursue

graduate work in science based careers, even though they exhibit an interest

in science at about the same time as males (Zubkerman and Cole, 1975). Uhy

the equivocation?

Together with. White (1970), Epstein (1971) was among the early writers

interested in studying the informal, sUbtle social processes that affect

women's participation in male-dominated professions. It was Mite (1970) who

identified the information which is "caught" not "taught" as critical for

educational and professional success. Because women have traditionally been

ascribed to a "deviant" status within male-dominated disciplines and oc-

cupations, they often have been.excluded from crucial learning arenas. The

failure to include woman in the informal professional socialization processes

remains one of the primary constraints women face in their career development.

Because oE this exclusion they are denied the social control mechanisms, tho

seminal mentor-protege relationships, and the appropriate inCormation about
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haw they are perceived which, in turn, helps to formulate an accurate self-

perception.

There appears to be some evidence that women do not perceive"themselves

as having been "mentored" in graduate school as gpdh as-nen (Sells, 1973).

Women,faculty rarely initiate mentoring relationships with either male or

female students accoring to Moskros,'Erkeet and Spichiger (1980)'s study of

40 prbfessor's from two selective liberal arts colleges in the Boston area.

Perhaps even,more inteesting, however, is the finding that when women did

mentor they tended to be less directive than men and seemed uncomfortable

with the idea of influencing or directing students (1981). Men also tended to

maintain their mentor-protege relationship over a longer period of time than

women.

Once within the professons, women find -themselves with limited access

to resources and less fully integrated into the scientific community within

'their field of specialization (Zuckerman and Cole, 1975). Vetter (1976) notes

that science remains a man's world, "doimnated by a male fellowship in.which

few women have an opportunity to participate fully (1976:720.)."

She'writes:

No women scientistS can yet be elected to membership in

the prestigious Cosmos Club in Washington, D.C.; only
twenty-five women are among the.1,134 living rnen-lbers
of the National Academy of Sciences, and six of these

twenty-five were eleqted in 1975. Among these, are

only one chemist, -two physioits, and one eoologist

(1976:720).
N,

If the informal socialization processes,Atherein competence and profes-

sional identity are built up, seem denied to-women, the. $tructural reality

presents no gore sanguine a picture. There is ample evidence that women are

paid less. Furthermore, the gap between women's amlimenJs earnings appears Eb-

13
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be increasing. In 1970 the median annual salary for women in all scientific

fields was $11,600, or 76% of the $15,200 median salary for men. In 1974,

women earned $14,400 (median) compared to $19,700 (median) for men. This

represents a decrease to 73% of men's earnings. In 1972, for instance, all

engineers with 11 years experience were compared. The median salary for women

was $14,200 compared to $16,760 for nen. This is at the same time that women

in engineering had increased from 7,000 to 19,000 in numbers, growing at about

four and a half tirne8 the rate of nen. The pattern is consistent in other

science based professions. That is, among full professors of physics women

earn 90% of what men do and among mdcrobiologists.they earri 75% of what men

do Oiandbook on Women Workers, 197.5). In 1977, the median skary for women

Ph.D. scientists and engineers was only $20,700 compared to a median salary of

$26,000 for employed Ph.D. male scientists and engineers (National Academy of

Science).

Individual Factors in the Educational and Career

Development Process: Ability, Personality and Sex Role

In the remainder of this paper I would like-to summarize some of th.,:.key

arguments that'have been used to explain womeWs pooreer achieveMents com-

pared to men-in science and math based professions. My main purpose is to

bring together research' literature from different disciplines generally not

reviewed together. my purpose is two-fold: to encourage an interchange among-

those researchingand writing about Women but in different academdc disciplines;

and to encourage, through.this interdisciplinary effort a nore compelling

_critiue-Of the-G-sual explanations offerecifor women's poorer showing in math

and science related professions.

14
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A favored arena, certainly through the 60's and 70's fOr'research on

male and female achievement patterns has come fram the early child develop-

ment literature and mostly from a psychological and social psychological

perspect'Ve. It is in the early child reering experiences that children are

thought to learn achievement oriented behavior and develop the accompanying

personality characteristics necessary to succeed. A high need to achieve is

considered important for-the persistent efkort and striving for excellence which

is thought important in the pursuit of math and science based careers.

Many writers have argued in various ways that female achievement behavior

is motivated not by the need for achievement but rather by the need for

affiliation (Crandall, 1963; Field, 1953; French,and LeSser, 1964; Crandall,

Dewey, Katkovsky and Preston, 1964; Veroff, 1969; Hoffman and Maier, 1966;

Carey, 1958; Hoffman, 1972). The distinctions are more than academic.

Achievement efforts based on affiliation motivation are thought to be de-

pendent on,external social rewards such as praise and love. ;Achievement

g

efforts based on achievement motivation are thought to be based on internalized

standards of excellence rather than reinforcement from. others. Therefore

while girls achieve well academically, certainly in the early years, and

often better than male children, their achievements are theoretically de-
,

scribed as based on the wrong motivation. Persistent striving toward excellence

and the risk taking necessary for scientific accomplishment are thoujht to be

better served by achievement rather than affiliation motivation. Interestingly

the empirical data have not necessarily'supported the imputed sex differences

in motivation. For instance, sex differences in,regard to social 'approval and

disaipproval have not been consistent. That is, elementary school and college

15
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student females have shown as high if not higher effort and perfOrmance

as males even when their-performances have been criticized (Hill, 1967;

Stern, 1969; Cotler and Palmer-, 1971; McManus, 1965; Heatherington and

Ross, 1963; YOnge, 1964). Authors of two major-and exhaustive research

reviews acme to,almost the same conclusions. Stein and Bailey agrue that

while social Skills are a central achievenent concern for many females, this

does not imply that their achievement efforts "are instigated primarily by

affiliation motives Or desire for social approval per se" (1976:245).

O'Leary in her perceptive review also notes that young girls value academic ,

"achievement and set high standards for their own performance" (1977:101).

Furthermore, recent research has suggested that achievement striving in young

males nay be as dependent if not more dependent on the approval of others

than heretofore Claimed (Veroff et al, 1975; Eipnis, 1974; see also M.

Brewster Smith for an early critique, 1968).

Results such as these are forcing psychologists and other social

scientists to rethink explanations for different achievenant between the

sexes. A related area of research that has come under scrutiny is the motive

to aVoid success studies. Coming from the same formulations (expectancy-value

theory of achievement) as the motive to achieve, the motive to avoid success,

(fear of success) was popularized by Matina Horner in 1968 and continues to

be described_by her as a stable characteristic of the personality acqared 1

early in life in conjunction with sex role standards. "It can be conceivect*as

a disposition (a) to feel uncomfortable when successful in competitive .

(aggressive) achievement situations because such behavior is inconsistent

with one's femininity (an. internal.standard)..." (Horner, 1978:49).

I 6
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Subsequent research has been weak in the support of some of the early

formulations about the motive to avoid success. After his exhaustivereview and

critique of the fear-of-success research, Ttesemer concludes: "FOS has

shown no relationship to gender-role identification" (Tresemer, 1976:229).

In other works, the numerous scales, measures, and queFtionnaire items de-

signed to discriminate high and low achievers in relation to sex role beliefs

and attitudes have proved inconclusive. Identification with stereotypically

traditional sex-roles appears to have little or no relation to the degree of

onels fear and anxiety-concerning Successful achievement.

'Perha s even more critical to the fear of subcess formulations was.the

notion that this anxiety syndrome was found more among women than amongmen.

Using only those samples in which both males and females from the same sUb-

population were assessed, Tresemer found no overall evidence of greater

incidence of fear of success among women. He even partitioned the data by

date of collection, age of subject, and/or rough estimates of the achievement-

related atmosphere but still could find no greater differences betweenmen

and women. Therefore the cumulative records for either nrtive to achieve or

the motive to avoid success has shown that neither are particularly good

explanations for different achievement patterns between the sexes.

Another personality trait often used to explain women's different achieve-

ments from men's is dependence. It is presumed that independence and self-

reliance Produce in males the greater analytic and mathematical Abilities

necessary for the pursuit of a scientific or engineering career. Are little

girls more dependent than little,boys? Eleanor Naccoby e senior author of

one of the best compendia to date on the psychology of sex differences

virtual ly recants on some of her earlier writings about girls' greater

17



dependence than boys'. In her own words she begs her readers indulgence for

previous sins and states:

The 1966 Maccoby paper attempted to explain some portion

of the sex differences in intellectual performance in

terms of sex differences in perSonality structure...
These arguments have not stood up well under the impact

of new *evidence appearing in the intervening years...
there is now good reason to doubt that girls are more
dependent in almost any sense of the word than boys

(1974112).

Later on\r: that same dhapter she notes that sex differences In fear,

timidity, anxiety or Competitiveness among young dhildren remain open to

debate because there is too little evidence or because the findings-dke

aMbiguous. Tha is, key sex differences thought to make a differenee in the

pursuit of a successful professional-career and thdught to have been acquired

early in life--- subh as dependence-- are open to debate because there is too

little evidence for seientifically supporting them-. Other traits believed

to have been incorporated into the personality in conjunction with early sex

role socialization have also come under scrutiny. Maccoby and Jacklin (1974)

report that there are virtually no differences between the sexes with regard

to achievement motivation, risk taking, task persistence or other related skills..

Biologically based differences are often used as an explanation for women's

poorer showing in math and science based careers. Perhaps the current biological

explanations are not as ludicrous as the turn of the century obsession with

women's wommhs and small brains but the title of a recent Science magazine

article suggests that the biological concern is still with us. The article: Math

and Sex: Are Girls Born with Less,Ability? has stirred an old controversy.

\\Chipman in her letter to the editor of Science responded to the article by

ng that while very high SAT math scores can be found among junior high

18
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school boys than girls, it is invalid to conclude from sudh findings that boys

are born with more math ability than girls. For instance, she notes that

similar results are not found in the general population of students. In a

second math Assessment in 1977-8, thirteen year old females performed better

on computation items while males performed slightly better on problem solving

items. The difference in algebra performance favored females although it was

not statistically significant (Chipman, 1980). Chipman also notes that a

secondary analysis of the longitudinal Project Talent sample indicates that

course enrollment accounts for most of the sex difference at grade twelve

specifically stressing that only one fifth of one percent of the variance

could be attributed to se?4'---In fact, most sex differences (for-the general

population of student4'emerge after 10th grade when most advanced nath courses

become elective. A relevant fact is that females choose fewer math courses

than males. Fennema and Sherman (1977) suggest that the.average math achieve-

ment scores for males and females are very close among those students who have

taken the same nuMber of courSes.

Chipman's main critique is leveled at the notion that math ability ig

truly measured by math SATs. She notes that the complidated human cognitive

function associated with ability has not been successfully linked to testing.

She writes: "Content analyses have shown tests labeld as aptitudeor

to be indistinguishable from achievement te'sts" (1980: ). FurtherMore, while.

math tests may measure knowledge, math reasoning is _noir closeiy linked to

performance on word problems. Girls are often reported to do less well than

boys on word problems. Chipman points out, however, that analyses of the

content of SAT and other test problems have found the content to favor males

s\

in a way that can affect problem solving-performance. Chipman specifically
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points out that girls perforrftwell on tests of computation and algebra.where

such content bias is not a possibility. It seems then that the real suestion

has lessto do with ability and more to do with exposure to math experiences,

rewards, and opportunities to develop skills.

Perhaps,a bit ironicallY it appears that women Phds on average have

slightly higher (not significantly) I.Q. scores than'that of male Phds; and

that at every level of doctoral department prestige, on the average, women

have higher I.Q.s than their male colleagues (Cole, 1979:159). In addition,

there is_less variability_in average I.Q. Scores between departments cE

varying ranks fbr women than for men (Cole, 1979:159). Therefore on stamaard-

ized intelligence tests, although we might not know exactly what is being

measured, we do know that female Phds have more of it than male Phds.

In fact, in the areas considered critical for those entering science

and math based careers, Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) emphasize that, although

the findings still indicate that boys do better in math and visual-spatial

tasks and girls in verbal tasks, such differences do not emerge until relatively

late in development and the magnitude of such differences has not been

establIshed. They argue that the greater skill adolescent boys display on

visual-spatial tasks (usually eMbedded figures tests) should.not be,generalized

to the belief that boys are superior in analytic thought procesSes. Sherman

\

(1976) notes that analytic tests that do not have spatial components Show no

significantdifferences between males and females. Maccoby and Jacklin (1974)

also report that both sexes shift toward higher level problem solving ,strategies

from childhOod to adulthood at the same rate and with equal success. Sherman's

(1976) review of the data on biologically-based gender differences strongly

suggests 'that, if any differences do exist beteen the sexes, they can easily
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be overcome by training. Socialization processes in the early years,

which are presumed to promote differential motivation, ability, or personality

traits between the'sexes, do not appear to be the most fruitful line of

inquiry when explaining women's poorer performance in science and math'

based careers.

In general, since sex differences in the areas presumably relatelto

science and math based careers do nct appear until adolescence, a more

fruitful inquiry might focus on the ways in whiCh the schools affect'sndh

development. Minichin (1966) has offered some/direct evidence that less
.

traditionally oriented schools tend to produce/youngsters with fewer sex

based behavior differences than more traditionally oriented schools. In

addition, Fennema (1976) suggests that the measurement of sex based differences

might be affected by the characteristics of populations under study. For

example, since more teenage boys than teenage girls drop out of school, she

conjectures that the sample from which data is collected for boys is nore

homogeneous (higher achieving boys remain in school) than the heterogeneous

sample of girls (1976:348).

From the earliest of schooling experiences, the research data indicate

that teachers' expectations influence children's performances (Rist, 1970;

Insel and Jacobson, 1975; Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968), although the effects

are not always entirely clear or in the expected direction (Kohn, 1975).

Insel and Jacobson (1975)' conclude from their work that teachers vary the quality

of their relationships with students depending on their expectations of them.

Levy (1972) has documented that stereotypes lead to different expectations;

for example, teach'ers expect males to be dominant, independent and assnrtive,

while they expect females tO be silbmissive, unassertiVe and concerned about
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their appearance. Later Schooling experiences channel woffen into gender,-

roles as well. Whitehurst.(19/6) notes that high sdhool girls more often

join "future homemaker" clubs and "pep" clubs, white boys join science and

math clubs. Perhaps even More depressing ,are Astin's findings (1973) that

high school girls who had had job counseling were more likely to select office

uork and the role of housewife than were those who had no counseling. FOx

(1977) suggests that sex typing of math as a male occupation or assumptions

that girls would not need it later in life are powerful explanatory forces

for patterns of course enrollment inmath. Strauss.(1981) notes that a lower

percentage of women than men enter college wanting or academically prepared

for scientific or technical degrees.

TV. .Structural Factors and Socidl Processes in the Educational

and Career Development Process: Constraints and Opportunities

The structural barriers to women in schools of higher education have

received almost as much treatment as those of early educational experiences.

Roby (1972) has discussed the organizational patterns and practices ubich

hinder women in obtaining higher educationardegrees. The discriminatory

practices against women (in admissions and financial support) have been doc-

umented by other researchers as well (Freeman, 1979). Women transferring or

returning to school have been plagued by many of these problems and more:

residency or instate requirements for regular tuition, full-time status

expectations, difficulty in transferring credits. Usually these are married

women changing college campuses to be with their spouses (Tittle and Denkar, 1977).

Vithout institutional supports married women may find the dual role of

-graduate student overwhelming. Feldman (1974) notes that the most committed
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and active graduate students were the divorced women. Mile women apparently

freed themselves fran a conflicting situation, men, when divorced, seemed to

lose a supportive relationship. It is perhaps no wonder that only 501 of all

waren with doctorates in science are married and living with their spouses

compared to 90% of nen (Astin, 1969).

A review of the literature leads one to wonder, as Samuel Johnson. once

did about women preadhers, not how well they do but that it is done at all.

A look at the survivors indicates that women who do eMbark on engineering and

science studies seem to differ on family badkground. For instance, Dement

(1963) in his study of 129 female California college,students in engineering

and science indicates that they frequently are offspring of fathers of either

very high or very low education. He claims that highly educated fathers seem

amenable to "all areas of knowledge" for their daughters, while less educated

fathers view such a career choice as practical. Dement .(1973) also found that

undergraduate women who choose and persist in science or engineering curricula

have had a long cuiosity-arousing early experience. Gropper and Fitzpatridk

(1959) indicate that women who, enter graduate school are more apt to be in-

fluenced to do so by experiences in undergraduate school than are therm who

enter.

Strober and Reagan (1976) report that women who majored in economics as

undergraduates were n6re likely to have made an early (precollege) decision

to be an econanist and to have taken*More years of high school math than the

average student. Field (1961) reports that high school and college teachers

arc a primary influence for over one quarter of a group of forty-eight (48)

doctoral candidates at Penn State University. Field (1961) concludes that,

in general teachers are more influential among graduate students in the natural
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sciences from lower SES levels than among those fram higher social status

backgrounds.

What little data we have on black wamen suggests that they are more

cateer-oriented than their white counterparts. For instance, Wilson f1969)

found that black students who were attending highly slective women's colleges

were more likely to aSPire to academic and professional careers in addition

to marriage and family than their white classmates. They were also more likely

to view college as preparation for a career than as the foundation for a well

rounded personality. They were also more likely than their white clasSmates

to aspire to graduate or professional training. In addition, Steinmann and

Fox (1970) found that black women undergraduates, more than white women,

believed that men want women to have both self-actualizing and family-oriented

goals.

Mentoring either in the form of an early significant other or directly in

the form of a mentor-protege system seems important for women's educational and

occupational achievements. However, the literature on role modeling is amr-

bivalent. Although there are data which svggest that same sex-role models axe

important for recruitment into and maintenance in nonstereatyped fields for

women (rhompson and Leven, 1977), the sex of a waman's role model, at least

at Dartmouth, seems not to have affected a woman's decision to major in a

certain field. There is clearly a paucity of /research in this area. In effect,

we know very little about the "everyday" life of students and those issues

which impact upon them the most in their career development.

We know even less about woTn once they have*eMbarked on their careers.

WZ.: do know that they'are tracked into thc lower echelon level jobs; we do

know that they are paid less than men with egUal training and equal qualifications;
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and we do know that they are less likely to be tied into' the informal net-

Works. For instance, Kaufman (1978) suggests that academic women either by

choice or force are excluded fram the informal collegial networks. Many

.
.

researdhers have,theorized that such exclusionlseverely reduces women's
t

access to the necessary resources for their advancement (White, 1970; Epstein,

1971; lerber, 1975). my focuS on academic women's &elusion is particularly

important, since "academe is the training ground for sCientists, is the locus

of over half of the baSic research done in America, is proportionally a

greater employer of women scientists than are industry-and government, and is

the hate base for m6st of the scholars who have written about women in science

(Aldrich, 1978:135)."

The research suggests that we are very delimited in our understanding of

the work conditions wocen face, particularly at the interpersonal level, as

they enter the male-dominated professions. We know a good deal about at-

titudinal data and preferences, but we know very little about the reality of

their work-a-aay lives as they progress from one stage to another. ,Cole writes:

Although it seems intuitively obvious that women suffer

from accumulating disadvantage throughout their careers,

the particularities of this procesS are largely uninves-

tigatpd. We know very little about specific points in

the life histories of women that Make more or less of a

difference in distinguishing their asPirations from
those of men; we know next to nothing about key pressure
points in their hiStories; we knOw almost nothing about

the ways that cultural pressures interact with individual

traits, such as talent, to influence specific occupational
choices. We have hypotheses. We need adequate data and

analysfs (1979:284, underlining mine).

VI. Conclusion

It seems clear that we need the insights of nony disciplines in order

to balance our interpretations of women and their scieatific achievements. A
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balanced\approach allows us to view performance as a dynamic and continual- ,

process. Wb need not assert that attributes or mati/ations ihought to be

,formulated in conjunction with earl'y sex role learning are rooted forever

in the personality or'that they will remain the same throughout the life

course. They will change with thei social context and the opportunity structure-

available. I'd like to conclude by reexamining the issue of productivity.

For herein-wLcan juxtapose powerful kinds of explanations for women's poorer

showing campared to men's. Isinan's greater productivity due to greater natural

,ability, research skills, and moitivation or to the context in which they

work, the facilities, assistants, sponsorship, and networking available?

Although both explanations might wel/ work in Conjunction with one another to

answer the question it is important to unravel the critical issues in this

debate and the sequencing of events in the scientific eareer cycle.

Cole and Cole's work (1973) offer an interesting perpective on the

sequencing of events. They u/ite: "People who have done well at time 1 have

a better chance of doing well at time 2, independently of their objective

role-performance; the initially successful are given advantage in sUbsequent

competition for rewards" (1973:235, underlining mine). Long, after oompleting

a longitudinal study of Phd biochemists, notes the following: "Our results

suggest that those who receive.prestigious positions at time 1 have a better

chance of.doing well (in terms of productivity) at time 2, independently of

their earlier productiviey" (1978:905). But Long argUes that his findings

differ from Cole and Cole's on one very important issue. He writes:

"Advantage accumulates not to those who have heen successful at time 1,

but to those who have received the advantage of a prestigious position for

reasons independent of their productivity at time 1" (1978:905, underlinirig mine)
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Long argues that his data suggest that productivity does not significantly

affect one's first job placement. If this is so then perhaps the evaluation

of one's work, one's achievevent per se, is less critical than one's edu-

cational careerloackground (e.g., presitge of graduate school, mentoth, etc. ).

There is same evidence, howel)er, that even if men and women were to share

the same educational background (i.e. presigious graduate department) their

experiences udthin these departments would be quite different.2 Their

mentoring experiences appear to be different. Moreover, as Reskin points

-out, at least among chemists, women seem to accumulate no-advantage, especially

Ivith respect to job placement, from their postdoctoral experience the way man

do.

Interestingly, if departmental prestige affects productivity and not

vice-versa, Long questions just what it is About departmental prestige that

promotes Productivity. PerhapS, states the author, the relationship between

productivity and departmental location may be due to departmental Character-

istics other than prestige (e.g., opportunity for collaboration). Therefore

one's Positional location (either in academe or industry) becomes as key an

issue in the productivity debate as skill or motivation.

In response to Coles assumption that fewer pUblications rather than

discrimination account for women's Fairer shcming in the scientific world

than men's, Mason reflects on the issue of positional location:

For if womlen publish fewer articles than men because, on

the basis of their gender, they are denied access to the

"means of production".in,science- to research faCilities,

collaborativearrangements, graduate Student.aSsistants,
professional sponsOrships, secretarial help, or time Off

2COle's data suggest that contrary to common assumptions, weimen recieve

their'training at distinguished universities as much as men (1979:213).
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from teadhing- then to find that the immediate cause

of women's low status is their publication rate hardly

proves that 'the reward system of science is universal-

istic in any but the narrowest sense. Cole himself

speculates that male faculty may be reluctant to sponsor

female students because of the sexual motives of colleagues

might attribute to their doing so, tut he apparently

fails to recognize that such situations, in which women's

careers are determined not by their scientific talent or

performance but rather by the mere fact of their being

female, are indeed a matter of discrimination. Thus,

to argue that science is basically'fair because women and

men become equal once their publication records are taken

into account makes no more sense than to argue from sipple

sex differences that discrimination clearly eXists. TO

draw sound inferences, the cause of wamen's low publication

rates must be understood (1980:278).

Zero order correlations cannot tell us much About the qualitative

experiences Women have as graduate students and fledgling professionals.

If such experiences are different for men and women (and the growing number

of biographical essays About women attest to that) then we must account for

such realities in our discussions of productivity. Wamen's lower rank

_ than men's (even in Cole's data there is.an increase in the gap between

women's andmen's academic ranks as their careers progress) is another int-

'portant positional difference between the sexes. For as Mason writes:',.

rank has important consequencesfor scientists' careers: for example, rank

partly determines academic salaries and may also inflUence access to the 'means

of scientific production." (1980:278). To understand women's poorer showing in

science we need to investigate the social processes Which have led to this

scientific state of .affairs. The realities woimen face in their day to day

lives as professional scientiSts may prove to be a far richer source of.

7'e4lanation than early sex role experiences, abilitY, or personality traits.
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